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Get Productive! addresses the key question which leaders, managers, professionals and new-starters face across all 
organisations: how to get things done. Many implement well-known time management tips but still end up 
overwhelmed, procrastinating, and unhappy with their results. Get Productive! is a practical, innovative book which 
provides insight into traditional and revolutionary ways to improve productivity. 
 
Author, Magdalena Bak-Maier, a highly sought-after Organisational and Individual Development Specialist, identifies 
20 key time drains that interfere with productivity and happiness and posits creative, fun, proven solutions which 
teach people how to run their brains better. Get Productive! is practical in nature, taking in everything from quick 
fixes and good habits for those that need immediate productivity improvements to more long term solutions. 
 
Crammed with exercises which are quick to complete, Get Productive! uses storytelling and illustrations , helping 
readers change their habits right away rather than having to wait a long time to see improvements. Readers short on 
time can dip in and out, extracting what they need when they need it, learning in digestible, nutritious chunks.   
 
No need to read pages and pages. In the few minutes it will take you to complete one of the exercises in this book, 
you will be shifting how your mind works, learning important thinking skills that will allow you to tackle important 
projects and all those ambitious goals with ease. 
 
Dr. Magdalena Bak-Maier combines logic with emotion. As a Neuroscientist who has moved into Organisational 
Development and Executive Coaching she unlocks potential talent for leadership and top level performance within 
the context of different organistional cultures. She has over 10 years experience of developing people within top-tier 
organizations and working with highly intelligent and creative professionals including renowned scientists, artists 
and global social entrepreneurs. Magdalena’s highly effective productivity training has been sought to develop staff 
within Imperial College London and the Imperial Business School,  KLM/AirFrance,  Ashoka (non profit organisa tion 
supporting the field of social entrepreneurship), the London School of Economics  and Royal College of Music. 
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Capstone publish a wide variety of career, business, investment, big name biographies, and inspirational books. 
Discriminating readers can count on Capstone for books that spark brilliant new ideas, inspire dramatic life changes, 
increase personal skills, build dream careers, and predict future trends. For more information visit 
thisiscapstone.com or wiley.com. Capstone is an imprint of Wiley. 
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